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"Rex Black has done it again!...Critical Testing Processes is a book that all software testers will want to read from cover to cover and then retain for frequent reference." 


—From the Foreword by Rick Craig, software test manager, author, lecturer, and consultant


In today's rapid-development environment, software testing processes play an increasingly crucial role. Where agile methodologies address a company's need to get the product out fast, testing processes address the equally important need to get the product right. 

In this new book, Rex Black examines the big picture and distills, from his own extensive experience, twelve testing processes that are critical to success. After each process is introduced, a delightfully written case study demonstrates its use in various organizational, operational, and technological contexts. Instead of cumbersome regulations, this book provides checklists—lightweight, flexible tools for implementing process-oriented testing, gathering metrics, and making incremental process changes. Specifically, he shows test professionals how to:

	Handle recurrent tests efficiently and consistently
	Develop a cohesive, cooperative team that sidesteps redundancies 
	Build a reputation for reliability through the effective communication of test results
	Focus tests to maximize customer satisfaction and meet organizational goals 

Because testing is a collaborative process, requiring the participation of staff throughout the organization, the author discusses interpersonal and cultural issues in depth. He also covers often-overlooked areas in planning and perfecting tests. Whatever your role in testing—from test engineering to managing hundreds of test engineers—Critical Testing Processes will offer valuable insights into what you do, why it's important, and how you can perform better. 

About the Author

Rex Black is president and principal consultant of Rex Black Consulting Services, Inc., a testing and quality-assurance firm serving clients such as Bank One, Cisco, Dell, and the U.S. Department of Defense. He is the author of Managing the Test Process, which is now in its second edition (John Wiley & Sons, 2002).
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Elements of X-Ray Diffraction (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2001
This edition appears over twenty years after the Second Edition was released. That the Second Edition, without revision, continued as a popular materials text and as a reference book is a tribute to Professor Cullity's clarity and thoroughness.
 Instrumentation and techniques have changed considerably, however, in the intervening twenty years,...
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Trends In Functional ProgrammingIntellect, 2005


	This paper explores the suitability of functional languages for programming

	real-time systems. We study the requirements of real-time systems

	in general, outline typical language approaches for this domain, consider issues

	relating to memory and time usage and explore how all existing functional languages,

	including our own...
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Developing Applications for the Cloud on the Microsoft Windows Azure Platform (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2010

	Windows Azure is a highly scalable, robust, and cost-effective solution for the deployment of applications and services—for organizations and enterprises of all sizes, and in all types of markets. My task at Microsoft is to ensure that developers can help these organizations and enterprises to achieve their goals by quickly and easily...
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Refactoring to AgilityAddison Wesley, 2006
Agile methodologies, such as XP, Scrum, Crystal, and Lean Software Development enable development organizations to deliver higher-quality software far more rapidly. However, for the "non-agile" development organization, transitioning to agility is an enormous leap, requiring radically new skills and presenting profound...
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OpenSceneGraph 3.0: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Written with a fast-paced but friendly and engaging approach, this Packt Beginner's Guide is designed to be placed alongside the computer as your guide and mentor. Step-by-step tutorials are bolstered by explanations of the reasoning behind what you are doing. You will quickly pick up the necessary skills, tips, and tricks for creating...
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Hello, Android: Introducing Google's Mobile Development PlatformPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Android is a software toolkit for mobile phones, created by Google and the Open Handset Alliance. It's inside millions of cell phones and other mobile devices, making Android a major platform for application developers. That could be your own program running on all those devices.

		

		Within minutes, Hello,...
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